CAST NOTES:
Jonas thanks Derek for character and Janis for breathing. Thanks also to Sheila, Ben, Joel, Jason, Gladden & Maggie. Thanks for a great process and experience! *** Sheila thanks family and friends for believing in me, and Jonas, Jason, Ben, Joel & Maggie for making a difficult piece a pleasure to work on. *** Joel thanks Jonas, Sheila, Ben, Jason and everyone else who deals with me. I would also like to thank the woman who told dad my sister was on fire. *** Ben thanks Zuli, Brian and Gladden for their respective advice and talks. Also, thanks to Sheila, Joel, Jonas, Jason and Maggie for helping me through it. *** Maggie thanks Kerry Gilbertson and Willa Carroll for their boundless patience and support.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES:
Thanks are due the following: Joe, Zuli, Dylan for Joel, Nell for her wheels when they were much needed, Helen Kingsley for the funding, UN for the artwork, Caroline for the photo, Merl (you know why), the cast for their work ethic and diligence, and those who lent a hand, in one way or another, during that grueling long weekend. Special thanks to Tony’s Angels, Maggie, Cemre and Alex, who did what was necessary and were the keystones of the show productionally. Enough cannot be said. Thanks also to Jay, who caught the tone and had fun with it.
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Direction
Jason Hadwin Kingsley

CAST
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Jonas Omberg
Benjamin Sunderlin
Sheila Lewandowski
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CREW
Sound Board Operator
Maggie Halstead
Light Board Operator
Nathan Irving

Master Electrician
Nathan Irving

Set construction: Cemre Durosoy, Hilary Redmon, Jason Kingsley & Zuleikha Allana

Light Hang: Alex Dewez, Hilary Redmon & Ben Sunderlin

Costumes: Jason Kingsley & Maggie Halstead

Program Design
Michael Buhl
Photography
Caroline Bell
Poster Art
UN

PRODUCTION NOTES:
Thanks to the Bennington College Drama non-division, to Gladden Schrock for the obvious reasons and the well timed words of guidance, to Sheila for her car, the Collective for making this term's productions possible, Tom Farrell for the wiring and advice, Alex for shedding a little light on our show, and all the designers who dealt with the many, many changes.